We investigate the propagation of the gravitational waves in a cosmological background. Based on the framework of spatially covariant gravity, we derive the general quadratic action for the gravitational waves. The spatial derivatives of the extrinsic curvature and the parity-violating terms are systematically introduced. Special attention is paid to the propagation speed of the gravitational waves. We find that it is possible to make the two polarization modes propagate in the same speed, which may differ from that of the light, in the presence of parity-violating terms in the action. In particular, we identify a large class of spatially covariant gravity theories with parity violation, in which both the polarization modes propagate in the speed of light. Our results imply that there are more possibilities in the framework of spatially covariant gravity in light of the propagation speed of the gravitational waves.
I. INTRODUCTION
New era of astrophysics and cosmology has arrived since the first detection of the gravitational wave (GW) event GW150914 reported by LIGO [1] , and the observation of more GW events by LIGO and VIRGO [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . With the current and the forthcoming GW experiments, including LISA [7] , BBO [8] , KAGRA [9] , ET [10] , Taiji [11, 12] and Tian-Qin [13] , the GWs have opened a new window to explore the nature of gravity [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Among various observables concerning the gravitational waves, one that is of particular interest and of physical importance is the propagation speed of the gravitational waves. In practice, the propagation speed of GWs can be measured by comparing arrival times between the GWs and high-energy photons emitted at the same time of events such as the binary neutron star coalescences [18, 19] . The recent observations of a binary neutron star coalescence event GW170817 [20] and the associated gamma-ray burst event GRB170817A [21] indicates that the propagation speed of the gravitational waves coincides with the speed of light with deviations (1)
at the redshift z ≤ 0.009 and with frequency of 10-100 Hz. The General Relativity (GR) propagates two massless tensor polarizations with the speed of light. In gravity theories alternative to the GR, the gravitational waves propagate in a speed different from unity generally [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . As a result, the propagation speed of the gravitational waves provides us a unique test of modified gravity theories [27] [28] [29] [30] . One modified gravity theory that is extensively studied in the recent years is the scalar-tensor theory, which is based on the idea of introducing an extra scalar degree of freedom in addition to the usual tensor degrees of freedom of GR. In the theoretical aspects, recent development of the covariant scalar-tensor theory focused on introducing higher derivatives without the Ostrogradsky ghost [31] (also dubbed as being "healthy"). The representatives are the Horndeski theory [32] [33] [34] as well as the degenerate higher-order theory [35] [36] [37] [38] (see Refs. [39, 40] for reviews). After taking into account the constraint (1), the viable Horndeski Lagrangian is [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] (see Ref. [47] for a review)
where 4 R is the 4-dimensional Ricci scalar, f is a general function of the scalar field φ only, P and Q are general functions of φ and X ≡ − 1 2 (∂φ) 2 , and φ ≡ ∇ µ ∇ µ φ. Surprisingly, the quadratic and the cubic Horndeski terms, which attracted much attention in the past decade, are completely suppressed. See also Refs. [48, 49] for recent constraints from the gravitational waves on the Horndeski theory and beyond, and Refs. [50] [51] [52] [53] for other modified gravity theories in which the constraint (1) is satisfied.
An alternative approach to the scalar-tensor theory is to construct gravity theories that do not respect the full symmetry of GR. This idea can be traced back to the effective field theory of inflation [54, 55] and of dark energy [26, [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] , as well as to the Hořava gravity [63, 64] . We may refer to such theories as spatially covariant gravity since they are metric theories respecting the spatial symmetry. This idea was further explored in Ref. [65, 66] , in which a general framework for the spatially covariant gravity theories was proposed. This framework was further generalized by including a dynamical lapse function [67, 68] , and by including an additional nondynamical scalar field [69] . The virtue of the spatially covariant gravity theories is that they can be related to the scalar-tensor theories that are healthy in the unitary gauge (a gauge in which φ = φ(t)) [70] , which are much broader than the healthy covariant scalar-tensor theories and have much more applications in cosmology.
The purpose of this work is to investigate the propagation of the gravitational waves in the general framework of spatially covariant gravity theories. The general formulation of the propagation of the gravitational waves in modified gravity theories has been studied in Refs. [71] [72] [73] [74] . Recently, the constraints on Lorentz violating gravity from the gravitational waves were investigated in Refs. [75] [76] [77] [78] (see also [79] ). Comparing with the previous studies (e.g.) [80] , we shall pay special attention to two aspects which are in principle included in Ref. [65, 66] but were less studied.
• Firstly, we include spatial derivatives of the extrinsic curvature (e.g., ∇ k K ij ) explicitly, which were also considered in Refs. [81] [82] [83] recently. Previous studies mainly focused on higher spatial derivatives of the spatial curvature R ij , which contribute to the "potential" term of the tensor perturbations and result in the dispersion relation in the form c 2 k 2 + c 4 k 4 + c 6 k 6 + · · · , where k is the wave number. Higher spatial derivatives of the extrinsic curvature are also natural objects in our framework, which contribute to the "kinetic" terms of the tensor perturbations. Higher spatial derivatives of the extrinsic curvature also arise in scalar-tensor theories that are healthy in the unitary gauge [84, 85] . As we shall see, spatial derivatives of the extrinsic curvature will modify the dispersion relation of the gravitational waves in a different manner.
• Secondly, we introduce the parity-violating terms. Including the parity-violating terms has the potential "risk", since generally the two polarization modes of the gravitational waves behave differently, which may conflict with the observation if we consider (1) to hold for both polarization modes. The parity-violating gravity theories and the chiral gravitational waves were extensively studied for the Chern-Simons (CS) gravity [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] , with Lorentz breaking [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] , with gauge field(s) [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] , with chiral fermions [103] , for non-Gaussianities [104, 105] as well as in the observational aspects [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] . On the other hand, it is well-known that in CS gravity the two polarization modes of GWs propagate in the speed of light [106, 108, 111, 115] . It is thus interesting to examine if there are more general parity-violating gravity theories that have this property, i.e., satisfy the requirement c T = 1 for both polarization modes.
We will examine the viable theories under the condition c T = 1 in the broader framework of spatially covariant gravity [65, 66] . Due to the above two aspects, the propagation speeds of the two polarization modes with helicity s = ±2 become, schematically
where W n , G n etc. are functions of time andk ≡ k/a with a being the scale factor. This type of propagation speed arises in the studies of curvature perturbation of Hořava gravity [64] , and in the more general framework of spatially covariant gravity [80] . To our knowledge, for the first time in this paper we consider systematically the propagation speed in the form (3) for the gravitational waves. In this work, we will pay special attention to the case with c T = 1, in light of the constraint (1). As we shall see, propagation speed in the form (3) brings us more possibilities to tune the parameters in order to have c T = 1. As a result, there is a large class of spatially covariant gravity theories in which both polarization modes of the GWs propagate with c T = 1, even in the presence of parity-violating terms. The paper is organized as following. In the next section, we briefly review the framework of spatially covariant gravity and show that scalar-tensor theories, including the Horndeski theory and those being healthy only in the unitary gauge, take the form of spatially covariant gravity in the unitary gauge with φ = t. In Sec. III, we set up our formalism by deriving the general form of the quadratic action for the gravitational waves in the cosmological background. In Sec. IV, we focus on the propagation speed of the gravitational waves. We will examine under which conditions the two circular polarization modes of the gravitational waves could propagate in the same speed, and in particular, in the speed of light. We identify a large class of spatially covariant gravity theories, in which both polarization modes propagate in the speed of light, even in the presence of parity-violating terms in the original action. Section V concludes.
Notations: Throughout this work,
4
R µνρσ and
R stand for the 4-dimensional Riemann tensor and Ricci scalar, R ij and R stand for the 3-dimensional Ricci tensor and scalar, respectively.
II. GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR SPATIALLY COVARIANT GRAVITY THEORIES
A. Spatially covariant theories of gravity Our starting point is the general action
where N is the lapse function, h ij is the 3-dimensional spatial metric, K ij is the extrinsic curvature defined by
withḣ ij ≡ ∂ t h ij and £ N the Lie derivative with respect to the shift vector N i , R ij is the 3-dimensional spatial Ricci tensor, ∇ i is the covariant derivative compatible with h ij . The action (4) generalize the framework in [65] by including the Levi-Civita tensor ε ijk ≡ √ hǫ ijk with ǫ 123 = 1.
The theory described by (4) is proved to propagate up to 3 dynamical degrees of freedom in the absence of ε ijk , through a Hamiltonian analysis [66] . From the analysis it is clear that the presence of ε ijk does not change the constraint structure of the theory, and thus we conclude that (4) contains at most 3 dynamical degrees of freedom.
In general, one may further extend the framework by includingṄ in the Lagrangian through
In this case, both the spatial metric h ij and the lapse function N become dynamical, and there are 4 dynamical degrees of freedom (2 tensor and 2 scalar). As being proved in details [67, 68] , extra conditions must be imposed in order to ensure that a single scalar degree of freedom is present. It was shown that the resulting theory, at least up to the quadratic order in K ij and F , can be reduced to the form of Eq. (4) through disformal transformations [68] . For this reason, in the current work, we concentrate on the spatially covariant gravity withoutṄ , that is, Eq. (4).
B. Comparing with the existing theories
The advantage of the action (4) is that it not only stands for a large class of gravity theories respecting spatial symmetries, but also provides us a unifying framework for scalar-tensor theories in the so-called unitary gauge with φ = φ(t). In the following, we will show some examples by giving their expressions in the unitary gauge explicitly, which take the form of eq.(4).
Horndeski theory
The expression of Horndeski Lagrangian in the unitary gauge with φ = t was firstly derived in Ref. [59] , which can be written as [80] 
up to the boundary terms. The six coefficients a 0 , a 1 , b, c, d 0 , d 1 are functions of t and N , which are subject to the relations
with G 2 , · · · , G 5 being functions of t and N , and F 3 and F 5 being related to G 3 and G 5 through
respectively. It is clear that Eq. (7) takes the form of Eq. (4). In fact, in the unitary gauge it is possible to relax the relations Eqs. (8)- (13) for the coefficients a 0 , a 1 etc..
Curvature-squared terms with a scalar field
There are 3 quadratic polynomial invariants built of the 4-dimensional Riemann tensor,
where K 1 is the so-called Kretschmann scalar, K 2 corresponds to the Chern-Pontryagin term P , and K 3 corresponds to the Gauss-Bonnet term L GB . K 1 by itself is less considered in the literature, since its equations of motion are of higher order and thus it is associated with the Ostrogradsky ghosts. It is well-known that K 2 and K 3 are topological invariants in 4-dimension. In order to introduce local dynamics in 4-dimension, one choice is to couple them to a scalar field in the form f (φ)P and f (φ)L GB . For the Gauss-Bonnet term, it is well-known that f (φ)L GB defined a well-behaved scalar-tensor theory with a single scalar degree of freedom. In fact, it has been shown that f (φ)L GB can be recast in the form of Horndeski theory [34] . For the Chern-Simons (CS) gravity [86, 106] (see also Ref. [116] for a review), the Lagrangian is
where ε µνρσ is the Levi-Civita tensor defined by
with ǫ 0123 = −ǫ 0123 = 1. In the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) coordinates, the Chern-Pontryagin term becomes
Please note no integration-by-parts is performed in deriving (20) . It is thus clear that due to the presence ofK ij , generally the CS gravity (18) propagates Ostrogradsky ghosts, which is also supported by the Hamiltonian analysis [85] . Nevertheless, in the unitary gauge with φ = φ(t),K ij (together with £ N K ij ) can be suppressed by integrations by parts. More precisely, in the unitary gauge with φ = t, one can show that
up to total derivatives, whereḟ ≡ ∂f (t)/∂t. It is thus clear that the CS gravity in the unitary gauge takes the form of Eq. (4) and thus propagates a single scalar degree of freedom. The CS gravity is not the only example of scalar-tensor theories that suffer from the Ostrogradsky ghost(s) in their covariant form but are free of ghost(s) in the unitary gauge. Another interesting term was introduced in Ref. [84] 
which is quadratic in the Weyl tensor C µνρσ , with n µ = −N ∂ µ φ and h µν = g µν + n µ n ν . In the case of a timelike gradient of the scalar field, n µ is normalized to be n µ n µ = −1 and thus N = 1/ −(∂φ) 2 . It terms of curvature tensors, we have
In the unitary gauge with φ = t, we find
where again no integration-by-parts is performed. It is thus clear that L DSSY in Eq. (22) describes a healthy scalartensor theory in the unitary gauge, which takes the form of Eq. (4). At this point, we emphasize that the theory is healthy only in the unitary gauge implies that they should be understood as Lorentz breaking theories.
Other parity-violating theories
The existence of Levi-Civita in the CS gravity (18) implies the parity violation. Some exotic parity-violating gravity theories that are healthy in the unitary gauge were found in Ref. [85] . In the following we briefly summarize the healthy terms by reformulating the results in a more convenient form (see Appendix A for more details).
The first class of terms are quadratic in the Riemann tensor and involve only first derivative of the scalar field. There are three independent combinations
which are healthy in the unitary gauge. One can show that in the unitary gauge with φ = t,
and
which are clearly of the form of Eq. (4). L A,3 is trivially healthy since in the unitary gauge
We emphasize that no integration by parts is performed in deriving Eqs. (28)- (30) . We may conclude that a general linear combination of L A,1 , L A,2 and L A,3 would be healthy in the unitary gauge, although the inclusion of L A,3 is actually unnecessary. The second class of terms are linear in both the Riemann tensor and the second derivative of the scalar field. In this case there is only a single term
which reduces to
in the unitary gauge with φ = t, and is thus healthy in the unitary gauge. The third class of terms are linear in the Riemann tensor and quadratic in the second derivative of the scalar field. There are three independent terms
up to the quadratic order in the first derivative ∇ µ φ. In the unitary gauge with φ = t, we have
while L C,2 and L C,3 are trivial since
Again, no integration by parts is performed in deriving Eqs. (36) and (37) . We may conclude that a general linear combination of L C,1 , L C,2 and L C,3 is healthy in the unitary gauge, although the inclusion of L C,2 and L C,3 is actually unnecessary when working in the unitary gauge.
III. PROPAGATION OF THE GRAVITATIONAL WAVES
In the above we have shown that scalar-tensor theories that are ghost-free in the unitary gauge typically take the form of eq.(4). In other words, gravity theories respecting the spatial covariance (4) provide us a unifying framework to study modified gravity with a single scalar degree of freedom. In this section, we investigate the propagation of linear gravitational waves within the framework of Eq.(4) in a cosmological background.
Perturbations must respect the symmetries of the background the live on. The quadratic action for the tensor perturbations γ ij on the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) background must take the structure:
whereĜ ij,kl ,F ij,kl andŴ ij,kl are tensorial operators respecting the SO(3) symmetry of the isotropic and homogeneous spatial background. Throughout this work, spatial indices of perturbation quantities are raised and lowered by δ ij and δ ij . Note S 2 in Eq. (38) contains only the first order time derivative of h ij since the original action (4) contains only extrinsic curvature K ij , while higher spatial derivatives are generally allowed. Here a hat simply reminds us that they contain spatial derivatives in general. Without loss of generality, we assumeĜ ij,kl ,Ŵ ij,kl andF ij,kl obey the following (anti-)symmetries under the permutations of indices:
The last equality is because the symmetric part ofF ij,kl , if exists, can always be reduced by integrations by parts. Within the framework of Eq. (4),Ĝ ij,kl ,F ij,kl andŴ ij,kl must be built of the background quantities. In our case, these are
together with spatial derivatives. There are only two basic operators that have non-vanishing contributions to the quadratic action of tensor perturbations:
and A ij,kl,m ∂ m with
Both S ij,kl and A ij,kl,m ∂ m satisfy the relations in (39) and (40). It is not possible, however, to build an operator of S ij,kl and A ij,kl,m with spatial derivatives satisfying all the relations (in particular, the last equality) in Eq. (41), which implies thatF
in our case. We thus conclude that in our framework of spatially covariant gravity described by eq.(4), the quadratic action for the gravitational waves in a FLRW background takes the form
whereĜ ij,kl andŴ ij,kl are built of S ij,kl , A ij,kl,m ∂ m and spatial derivatives. In this paper, we further assume that G ij,kl andŴ ij,kl can be expanded as series of spatial derivatives, which take the general form
with ∆ = δ ij ∂ i ∂ j . Here G n and W n are general functions of time, of which the explicit expression depend on the concrete models. From the above, G n and W n with n = 0, 2, 4, 6, · · · are parity-preserving terms, and G n and W n with n = 1, 3, 5, 7, · · · are parity-violating terms.
In the Fourier space, the quadratic action (46) becomes
We decompose the tensor perturbation γ ij into the polarization modes:
wherek ≡ k/|k|, e (s) ij (k) are the circular polarization tensors with the helicity states s = ±2, satisfying the traceless and transverse conditions
We follow the convention in Ref. [23] and choose the phase of e (s)
where an asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. The two polarization tensors are normalized to be
Make use of the relation [87, 89, 117 ]
after some manipulations, the quadratic action for the polarization modes is
where τ is the conformal time defined by dt = adτ , and
From (57), the two circular polarization modes of the gravitational waves are decoupled, even if the parity-violating terms are present. Eq. (57) (together with Eqs. (58) and (59)) is one of the main results in this paper. The equations of motion for the polarization modes are thus
where H is the comoving Hubble parameter defined by H = ∂ τ ln a,
Eq. (60) can be compared with the relevant equations in Ref. [24] (see also Refs. [71, 115] ). The parameter ν (s) is identified to be the Planck mass running rate, which modifies the amplitude of the gravitational waves and is related to the strength of the gravity. The effect of a running Planck mass on the GWs was recently discussed in Ref. [118] . The parameter c T is identified to be the propagation speed (phase velocity) of the gravitational waves. In the case of GR, ν (s) = 0 and c (s) T = 1. In a general modified theory of gravity, both ν (s) (τ, k) and c
T (τ, k) depend on the time τ , the wave number k and the helicity s.
IV. PROPAGATION SPEED OF THE GRAVITATIONAL WAVES
Massless fields must propagate in the same speed as that of the light, as demanded by the Einstein equivalence principle (EEP). However, EEP says nothing about the propagation speed of gravitational waves, which may vary from theory to theory. This has been known for theories respecting general covariance, e.g., Horndeski theory [22] , in which the gravitational waves obey a linear dispersion relation. For Lorentz breaking gravity theories, the gravitational waves may even propagate with nonlinear dispersion relations.
We will pay special attention to the propagation speed of gravitational waves in our framework. For concreteness, we consider G (s) and W (s) up to k 4 , which corresponds to the case where the original action (4) is up to the sixth order in derivatives. From Eqs. (58)- (59), the propagation speeds of the polarization modes are thus
Comparing with the propagation speed that arises in usual case (e.g., in the Horndeski theory), the propagation speed in the form of Eq. (63) has at least two distinctive features.
• Generally, the two circular polarization modes propagate in different speeds, i.e., c
, due to the presence of parity-violating terms. However, it is possible that the coefficients in the original action are turned such that the two polarization modes propagate in the same speed in the presence of parity-violating terms. This has been known for the case of CS gravity [106, 108, 111, 115] .
• There are k-dependence in the denominator of c . The k-dependence in G (s) arises due to spatial derivative terms of the extrinsic curvature K ij in the original action. This is different from usual Lorentz-breaking theories such as Hořava gravity, where the propagation speed is a polynomial in k, which corresponds to G n = 0 for n > 0. A simpler version of Eq. (63) arises in Ref. [115] (see also Ref. [119] )in the study of a variation of the CS gravity.
These introduce new features of the propagation of the gravitational waves. Especially, this makes the two polarization modes propagate in the same speed possible, even in the presence of parity-violating terms in the original action.
In fact, as we shall see in Sec.IV B, the CS gravity is not the only parity-violating gravity theory in which the two polarization modes of the gravitational waves propagate in the speed of light. There are more general parity-violating gravity theories have this property. Before proceeding, let us compare our result (63) with the propagation speed of gravitational waves in parityviolating gravity theories studied before. If in G (s) and W (s) only the parity-violating terms with the lowest order in spatial derivatives are present, Eq. (63) reduces to
In the case of CS gravity
which yields c
T ≡ 1 in CS gravity. In a more general setting with G 0 = W 0 = 1 but G 1 = W 1 , one get the conclusion that if one polarization mode is enhanced/superluminal, the other is suppressed/subluminal [115] . In general, this is not the case for the propagation speeds given in Eq. (63) . T can be balanced between G (s) and W (s) . In particular, this can be achieved only if G (s) itself has functional dependence on s and k, which is due to the presence of spatial derivatives of the extrinsic curvature K ij in our framework.
For consistency, we assume G 0 = 0 and W 0 = 0 (otherwise the case of GR cannot be recovered). Requiring that the two polarization modes propagate with the same speed, i.e.,
yields 4 constraints among the 8 coefficients G 1 , · · · , G 4 and W 1 , · · · , W 4 :
There are 3 branches of solutions.
• Case-1: The first branch of solutions is
This case is trivial, since there is no parity-violating term at all. The two polarization modes propagate with the same speed
Note the spatially covariant gravity considered in Refs. [65, 80] (including the Hořava gravity [63] ) belongs to this case, where G 2 = G 4 = 0.
• Case-2: In the case with G 1 = 0, we get another branch of solutions
The propagation speed is given by
In this case, since G 1 , W 1 = 0, the theory contains parity-violating terms. Nevertheless, the parity-violating effects do not show up in the propagation speed of the polarization modes.
• Case-3: We also have a special case with
In this case the propagation speed is simply
in which the k-dependence of c (s)
T completely drops out. We emphasize that "Case-2" does not include "Case-3" as a special case.
In "case-1", there is no parity-violating terms by construction, and thus both polarization modes also have the same amplitude when being quantized, although the dispersion relation is highly nonlinear. This can be seen also from Eq. (61), which implies ν (2) = ν (−2) in "Case-1". On the other hand, in "case-2" and "case-3", although the two polarization modes propagate in the same speed, they have different amplitudes since generally ν (2) = ν (−2) due to the presence of parity-violating terms G 1 and G 3 .
B. Models with c
The detection of GW170817 [20] and GRB170817A [21] indicates that the propagation speed of the gravitational waves coincides with the speed of light with tiny deviations (1). Limit of the same order has already reported in the gravitational Cherenkov effect [120] . Although the physics of GW170817 may be different from that in the primordial universe, it has already been used to restrict the structure of scalar-tensor theories [41] [42] [43] [44] 46] . Within our framework, this corresponds to a special case of "case-3" in the above, which implies
In the following, we investigate a concrete model of which the Lagrangian is a polynomial built of the extrinsic curvature K ij and intrinsic curvature R ij as well as their spatial derivatives. We classify each monomial according to the orders of time and spatial derivatives of h ij . Note K ij contains the first order time derivative of h ij , R ij contains up to the second order in spatial derivatives of h ij . In Tab. I, we list all the possible terms up to the fourth order in derivatives of h ij . In Tab.I, d t and d s are the numbers of time derivative and spatial derivative, respectively. We emphasize that not all the terms in the above table (e.g.,
) contribute to the quadratic action of the gravitational waves. There are 35 individual terms in the above table, while only 21 terms contribute to the propagation of linear gravitational waves. Second, we do not list terms involving spatial derivatives of the lapse function N , since which do not contribute to the quadratic action of the gravitational waves in a cosmological background.
Our starting point is the action
where L (d) stands for the linear combinations of terms in the above table satisfying
etc. All the coefficients c (1,0) 1
Note generally the coefficients may also depend on spatial derivatives of lapse function N , and there are terms involving spatial derivatives of N which we do not include in Eq. (81) . Terms involving spatial derivatives of N do not contribute to the linear gravitational waves in the FLRW background, although they may be considered when analysing the background evolution and scalar perturbations. We will study the linear gravitational waves of the action Eq. (81) around the FLRW background. To this end, we consider the perturbed metric
with a = a (t) being the scale-factor. At the background levelḡ ij = δ ij . It is proved convenient to define the perturbation of g ij in the "exponential" manner:
where γ i j is the tensor perturbation satisfying ∂ i γ i j = 0 and γ i i = 0, and we define
The advantage of defining g ij in the exponential manner is that det g ij ≡ 1 (in the presence of tensor modes only), which is unperturbed. With Eqs. (86) and (87), we consider only the tensor modes, which is justified by the fact that the scalar, vector and tensor perturbations are decoupled at the linear order in the FLRW background. After some manipulations, the contribution of the action Eq. (81) to the quadratic action for the tensor modes takes the form of Eq. (46), i.e.,
where G n and W n are given by 
+ 3c
(4,0) 3
(1,2) 3 + 6c
(1,2) 4
GR only contains terms proportional toγ ijγ ij and γ ij ∆γ ij . Other terms in Eq. (89) arise due to the modification of gravity. The term proportional toγ ij ∆γ ij was considered in Refs. [84, 121] . The two parity-violating terms in (89), i.e., ǫ ijkγ li ∂ jγ l k and ǫ ijk γ li ∆∂ j γ l k , are considered in Ref. [115] (see also Ref. [122] 
The other 14 coefficients are left undetermined. After plugging Eqs. (103)- (109) into Eq. (81), and rearranging terms according to the independent coefficients, the action that satisfies c T = 1 is given by
where L (0) and L (1) are the same in (82)- (83), which do not contribute to the gravitational waves,
andL
We conclude that the action (110) represents a large class of gravity theories respecting the spatial symmetry, in which both polarization modes of the gravitational waves propagate in the speed of light in the cosmological background. Please note that spatial derivatives of N can be added into Eq. (110), which do not affect the linear GWs.
1. On Horndeski theory with cT = 1
As a simple application of our result, let us consider the Horndeski theory, of which the Lagrangian in the unitary gauge is given in (7) . The conditions (96)- (102) simply reduce to
and c = 0.
(114) implies
On the other hand, from (11), (115) implies G 5 = G 5 (t). Using (116), we may rewrite b to be
and thus
which implies b = b(t). Finally, after some manipulations, we arrive at the conclusion that under the requirement c T = 1, the Horndeski action in the unitary gauge reduces to be
where a 0 and d 0 can be general functions of t and N . The above analysis is consistent with the previous results (e.g.) [41] .
On parity-violating gravity
In (113), we recognize four parity-violating terms that preserve c T = 1 for both polarization modes:
where c 1 , · · · , c 4 are general functions of t and N , although generally they may also depend on spatial derivatives of lapse function N . At this point, it is interesting to note that the CS gravity (21) corresponds to the special choice of parameters with
This explains the fact that the speed of gravitational waves in CS gravity is not modified. One finding in this work is that there exist more general parity-violating terms that have this property.
C. Effective mass in the UV
Due to the presence of spatial derivatives of K ij in the theory, the appearance of k-dependence in G (s) introduces interesting features for the propagation of the gravitational waves. Here we briefly mention one interesting feature by revealing that the gravitational waves may become effectively massive in the short-wavelength limit (or ultra-violate limit).
First let us consider a simpler case where both G (s) and W (s) are up to k 2 , which imply that G 2 = 0 and W 2 = 0. In this case Eq. (63) becomes
In the short-wavelength limit (i.e., k/a → ∞) we have
If we further require
we get
with
m UV is thus the effective mass for the gravitational waves in the UV limit. For the full-version of Eq. (63), in the limit of k/a → ∞ we have
Again, in the UV limit the gravitational waves acquire an effective mass term m UV . Of course, the above results are derived in the UV limit, which implies that the effective mass must be of the sub-leading order. Nevertheless, it is interesting to explore this effect, which is a distinctive feature of the spatial derivatives of the extrinsic curvature.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work we investigated the propagation of the gravitational waves in a cosmological background. Based on the framework of spatially covariant gravity proposed in Refs. [65, 66] , we derived the general quadratic action for the gravitational waves (46) . Two types of terms are systematically introduced: the spatial derivatives of the extrinsic curvature and the parity-violating terms. From Eq. (46) and the resulting equation of motion Eq. (60), spatial derivatives of the extrinsic curvature will modify the dispersion relation in a different manner and make the Planck mass running rate k-dependent, which thus modify the amplitude of the gravitational waves in a k-dependent manner. This, on the other hand, raises the possibility of keeping the propagation speed c T unchanged while modifying the Planck mass running rate only.
We paid special attention to the propagation speed of the gravitational waves. The detection of GW170817 and its electromagnetic counterpart [20, 21] implies the coincidence of the propagation speeds of the GWs and of the light. In this work, we tried to explore the possibility of having c T = 1 within the framework of spatially covariant gravity. We found that it is possible to make the two circular polarization modes propagate in the same speed, even in the presence of parity-violating terms. In particular, we found a large class of spatially covariant gravity theories (110) with parity-violation (120)-(123), in which both polarization modes of the GWs propagate in the speed of light. Previously, this property was known for the CS gravity. In this work we shown that there are more general parityviolating gravity theories having this property, or in other words, surviving under the restriction c T = 1. Our results imply that, although the parameter space of the covariant scalar-tensor theories is heavily restricted, the spatially covariant gravity may provide us more possibilities in light of the propagation of the gravitational waves.
Appendix A: Parity-violating theories Some interesting parity-violating gravity theories that are healthy in the unitary gauge were found in Ref. [85] . Here we reformulate their results.
One class of terms considered in Ref. [85] are quadratic in the Riemann tensor and involve only the first derivative of the scalar field. There are 4 independent terms:
If we consider the linear combination
where A 1 , · · · , A 4 are general functions of φ and X ≡ − 1 2 (∂φ) 2 , the coefficients must satisfy
in order to make the theory to be healthy in the unitary gauge [85] . This can be understood more transparently by observing that in the unitary gauge, there are 3 independent combinations of O 1 , · · · , O 4 in which the "dangerous" term £ n K ij exactly drops out:
which are nothing but L A,1 , L A,2 , L A,3 in Eqs. (25), (26) and (27), respectively. Another class of terms considered in Ref. [85] are linear in the Riemann tensor and quadratic in the second derivative of the scalar field. There are 5 independent terms
up to the quadratic order in the first derivative ∇ µ φ. If we consider the combination
where A 1 , · · · , A 5 are general functions of φ and X ≡ − 1 2 (∂φ) 2 , the coefficients must satisfy
in order to make the theory to be healthy in the unitary gauge, where the "dangerous" terms £ n K ij and £ n N exactly get cancelled. There are thus 3 combinations
which are exactly L C,1 , L C,2 , L C,3 in Refs. (33) , (34) and (35), respectively. 
